1. Introduction {#s1}
===============

Approximately 70% of epilepsy patients can be adequately treated with antiepileptic drugs. For the remaining 30% that has pharmaco-resistant epilepsy (or refractory epilepsy), other treatment options such as resection surgery or neurostimulation (like deep brain stimulation or vagus nerve stimulation) must be strongly considered. The purpose of resection surgery is to remove the epileptogenic focus, i.e., a limited area of the neural tissue that is sufficient to be eliminated from the brain, leading to seizure freedom in the patient. During a pre-surgical procedure, the effectiveness of epilepsy resection is evaluated by localizing as accurately as possible the epileptogenic focus that overlaps with eloquent cortex grounded in different neuroimaging techniques. Hence, the localization the brain regions where the seizures originate from \[termed seizure onset zone (SOZ)\] is of utmost importance. To this end, several anatomical and functional imaging techniques have been used, being intracranial EEG the gold standard. Nevertheless, this technique is invasive and implies one surgery more before the SOZ resection should be carried out.

As an alternative in the pre-surgical evaluation of epilepsy, Electroencephalography (EEG) is widely used as a non-invasive neuroimaging technique that measures the brain electrical activity by placing electrodes on the scalp. Accordingly, the source imaging methods are employed, which address the EEG inverse problem, to map the acquired neural data into source space information with the aim to localize the epileptic generators over the patient\'s cortical surface that is extracted from the available Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI) (Heers et al., [@B17]).

Although different source imaging methods have been used for SOZ localization (like in Brodbeck et al., [@B5]; Pellegrino et al., [@B24]), recent progress in neuroimaging suggests that many distant brain areas must also be involved during seizures. Furthermore, the neural activity related to a single SOZ propagates to other separated brain regions, producing an epileptic network (Pittau et al., [@B26]). However, the fast non-stationary dynamics inherent to epileptic activity imply abrupt changes of amplitude/frequency of EEG data, making it difficult to discriminate the actual SOZ from the widespread epileptic network activity (Elshoff et al., [@B8]). One of the promising approaches to solving this problem is the EEG source connectivity analysis that quantifies the activity interactions between distant brain areas (Bastos and Schoffelen, [@B3]). Regarding the SOZ localization, we explore several scenarios of EEG source connectivity that comprise three main steps: (i) EEG source imaging, (ii) Grouping of the active areas that are more likely to be related to the studied phenomena \[termed Regions-of-Interest (ROIs)\] and computation of their respective time-courses, and (iii) Assessment of connectivity between ROIs.

In the source estimation step, every one of the active sources belonging to the epileptic network must be spatially localized with enough accuracy to provide a proper SOZ localization (Grosse-wentrup, [@B14]). Two main restrictions bound this aspect: The common assumption of temporal stationarity that cannot be guaranteed in practice for seizure related neural activity (Giraldo-Suarez et al., [@B12]), and the appearance of several artifacts during a seizure like muscle contractions or eye blink, which distort even more the source reconstruction and mislead determination of the brain activity foci. Accordingly, the applied source imaging method must take advantage of the outstanding temporal resolution provided by the available EEG data to enhance the epileptic network localization.

In the next step, the quality of the computed ROI set strongly determines the achieved connectivity analysis performance. To this end, we carry out the grouping of active brain sources, which are spatially adjacent and correlated to the studied phenomena, estimating the time-courses that properly describe the temporal patterns emerged in each region. In the space domain, ROIs can be detected, assuming a priori knowledge of their relationship with a given experimental task (e.g., from functional imaging studies or physiological information). Nonetheless, the most widely-used strategy is the ROI detection based on neural activity maps due to prior information is frequently unavailable (Schoffelen and Gross, [@B27]). In the temporal domain, the time courses are often computed by averaging the dipole time-courses comprised in each ROI (Hassan et al., [@B15]). Due to the non-stationary behavior of seizure activity, however, the average tends to misrepresent the actual temporal dynamics of the studied region. Hence, the ROI locations and the related time-courses (calculated from the reconstructed sources) must supply enough spatial and temporal resolution to reflect correctly every one of the nodes involved in the epileptic network.

In the last step, the functional connectivity assessment measures the information flow direction between brain regions, i.e., the influence that one neural system exerts over another, either directly or indirectly (Friston et al., [@B10]). Therefore, the used assessment must properly encode the dynamic changes of the network structure over time (Astolfi et al., [@B1]; van Mierlo et al., [@B32]).

This work introduces a new scenario of source connectivity analysis that explicitly extracts temporal, spectral, and spatial information from EEG data to improve the SOZ localization. To this end, we initially carry out the time-varying brain source reconstruction, from which ROIs are localized as the brain areas with strong activity. As a means to compute further the corresponding ROI time courses, we also propose a new approach that relies on accurately tracking the non-stationary temporal dynamics in spatially focal brain areas. Aiming to encode the temporal dynamics of the underlying neural networks accurately, a directed functional connectivity measure is employed to quantify the information flow variations over the time window of interest. Obtained results on simulated and real EEG confirm that the proposed approach allows localizing SOZ targets accurately.

The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the proposed source connectivity method. So, we outline the proposed EEG inverse problem solution based on temporal constraints, from which the ROI set and its corresponding time courses are computed so that they track the non-stationary dynamics of the epileptic events. Also, we describe the introduced directed functional connectivity measure. Further, Section 3 describes the experimental setup designed for comparing the proposed methodology with some state-of-the-art approaches, varying the channel number of the EEG systems. We also apply our method to real-world ictal EEG recordings in three patients. In Section 4, we address the interpretation of obtained results, remarking our contribution in Section 5.

2. Methods {#s2}
==========

2.1. Estimation of cortical sources
-----------------------------------

Characterization of connectivity patterns between pairs of ROIs necessarily requires that electrophysiological signals be assessed in the source space (Brookes et al., [@B6]). That is, by solving the EEG inverse problem, the scalp neural field data should be projected into the source space through a known gain matrix, commonly known as the lead field matrix. Mathematically, this formulation can be represented through the linear model ***Y***=***MJ***+Ξ, where ***Y***∈ℝ^*C*×*T*^ is the EEG data of *C* sensors and *T* time samples, ***J***∈ℝ^*D*×*T*^ is the amplitude of *D* current dipoles distributed through the cortical surface with fixed orientation perpendicular to it. Moreover, ***M***∈ℝ^*C*×*D*^ is a gain matrix (also known as the lead field matrix) that relates both sensors and the sources. Sensor noise and uncertainty on the propagation model are represented by **Ξ**∈ℝ^*C*×*T*^. Here, the source space projection is performed via the Multiple Sparse Prior (*MSP*) algorithm that includes a two level-hierarchical parametric empirical Bayesian model, for which the source covariance is the weighted sum of multiple empirical priors with compact spatial support so that they are independent but locally determined on the basis of brain anatomy (Strobbe et al., [@B30]). Hence, the weighted parameters are optimized just based on the available data by maximizing the so-termed Free Energy cost function and using standard variational schemes such as Expectation Maximization (Wipf et al., [@B36]).

2.2. Detection of regions of interest
-------------------------------------

Since the quality of derived time-courses is a critical issue to represent the information flow throughout the brain volume, the EEG source connectivity analysis demands an accurate identification of the brain areas involved in the investigated neurological problem. Hence, we focus on building a matrix ***L***∈\[0 1\]^*D*×*R*^ that holds the membership, indicating whether a dipole belongs (i.e., the value is 1) or not (0) to each one of *R* detected ROIs. Built on the computed neural activity maps (inverse solution) and taking into account the neighboring dipole information (derived from the forward solution), we define the ROI set by clustering all active brain sources that are spatially adjacent.

As a useful index of the brain activity captured within a given time-window, we rely on the following estimate for the neural activity power:
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where notation ∘ stands for the Hadamard product and **1**~*T*~ is the all-ones vector sizing (*T*×1). Besides, the adjacent brain areas are determined through the introduced membership matrix Λ∈\[0 1\]^*D*×*D*^ that limits each dipole neighborhood. Thus, a matrix element Λ(*d, d*′) is assigned the value 1 if a couple of dipoles *d* and *d*′ are nearby. Otherwise, it is zero.

From the above, we develop the following procedure for ROI detection: Initially, we scan the activity reconstruction over the brain cortex to detect the most powerful active dipole, denoting as *d*^\*^ its cardinal number in the vector ξ. So, the first ROI is the *d*^\*^ column of Λ since it holds the position of neighboring dipoles, becoming the first column of ***L***. Then, the activity reconstruction scan is performed again, excluding the active dipoles that belong to the first ROI, to generate the second ROI (second column of ***L***). Likewise, this procedure is repeated over and over again until all active dipoles are assigned to the ROI set, yielding automatically the amount of extracted ROIs *R*.

To encode the activity inhomogeneity on space within each ROI, every column of ***L*** is pointwise multiplied by the power vector **ξ**, resulting in the spatial basis matrix $\mathbf{\Phi}_{R} \in {\mathbb{R}}^{D\, \times R}$, so that their columns **ϕ***r*∈ℝ^*D*×1^, ∀*r*∈*R*, hold small clusters (or patches) that are compactly distributed over space. This procedure is carried out as below: $$\mathbf{\phi}_{r} = \mathbf{l}_{r} \circ \mathbf{\xi},\mathbf{\forall}r \in \mathbf{R},$$

2.3. Estimation of ROI time-courses
-----------------------------------

The performance of the connectivity analysis is highly influenced by the time-courses obtained from the ROI set. Then, the temporal non-stationarity (inherent to the brain activity) must be carefully considered, as it is critical for a correct estimation of these time-courses. Therefore, we propose to model the current density as a linear combination of the neural activity within each ROI, as follows: $$\mathbf{J} = \mathbf{\Phi}_{R}\mathbf{H},$$

where ***H***∈ℝ^*R*×*T*^ holds the coefficients to be estimated that reproduce the temporal dynamics of each single ROI, so that *r*-th row of ***H*** includes the temporal patterns (time-courses) of the respective *r*-th ROI. In this regard, estimation of ***H*** is carried out by minimizing the following cost function: $$\hat{\mathbf{H}} = \underset{\mathbf{H}}{argmin}\left\{ \left| \middle| \mathbf{Y} - \mathbf{M\Phi_{R}H} \middle| |_{F}^{2} + \Theta\left( {\mathbf{H},\mathbf{\gamma}} \right) \right. \right\},$$

where the added functional term Θ(***H***, **γ**)∈ℝ^+^ holds the constraints imposed upon the vector of regularization parameters **γ**.

In order to improve the estimation of connectivity networks, we enhance the temporal resolution, encouraging the ROI time-courses to be sparse and temporally homogeneous. To this end, we include the fused Lasso (FL) regularization penalty as follows (Tibshirani et al., [@B31]): $$\left. \Theta(\mathbf{H};\gamma_{s},\gamma_{t}) = \gamma_{s}\left. \sum\limits_{\tau = 1}^{T} \right| \middle| \mathbf{h}_{\tau} \middle| \middle| {}_{1} + \gamma_{t}\left. \sum\limits_{\tau = 2}^{T} \right| \middle| \mathbf{h}_{\tau + 1} - \mathbf{h}_{\tau} \middle| \middle| {}_{1}, \right.$$

where ***h***~τ~∈ℝ^*R*×1^ is the τ-th column of ***H***, $\gamma_{s} \in {\mathbb{R}}^{+}$ and $\gamma_{t} \in {\mathbb{R}}^{+}$ are the regularization parameters over the space and time domains, respectively. Notation \|\| · \|\|~*p*~ stands for the *L*~*p*~-norm. Hence, we expect the first penalty term in Equation (5) to foster the solution sparseness by assigning a high penalty cost to the matrices with large absolute values, and, thus, effectively shrinking the matrix elements toward zero. Accordingly, we identify in τ-th column of ***H*** a subset holding the most active ROIs at the τ-th time sample. In turn, the second penalty term in Equation (5) promotes the temporal homogeneity by penalizing the difference between consecutive time samples, assuming the measured time-courses set to behave constantly within each temporal neighborhood. Nonetheless, the penalty function enables also encoding the temporal variations of neural activity contained over larger time horizons. Note that the optimization of Equations (4) and (5) is carried out via FISTA algorithm as detailed in Chen et al. ([@B7]).

2.4. Assessment of pairwise connectivity between ROIs
-----------------------------------------------------

We employ the directed functional connectivity analysis to refine the actual contribution of the estimated ROI set, i.e., the driver behind the epileptic network. Though several strategies have been developed to investigate the influence that a neural systems exerts over another, we use a multivariate measure to estimate the connectivity between ROIs, based on the Granger causality. Thus, under the assumption that temporal dynamics of ROI time-courses mostly determine the time-varying outcomes of the connectivity analysis, the spectrum-weighted adaptive directed transfer function (*swADTF*) is performed because of its ability to deal with non-stationary signals (van Mierlo et al., [@B32]). To this end, we initially fit a time-varying multivariate autoregressive (TVAR) model in the estimated ROI time-courses set as follows: $$\mathbf{c}_{t} = {\sum\limits_{p\mspace{2mu} = \mspace{2mu} 1}^{P}{\mathbf{A}_{t}^{p}\mathbf{c}_{t\mspace{2mu} - \mspace{2mu} p} + \mathbf{e}_{t},}}$$

where *P* is the model order, $\mathbf{A}_{t}^{p} \in {\mathbb{R}}^{R \times R}$ is the coefficient matrix for delay *p* at time instant *t*, and $\mathbf{e}_{t} \in {\mathbb{R}}^{R \times 1}$ the uncorrelated white noise. The model coefficients are estimated using the Kalman filter algorithm, so that they describe the directional information flow between the different signals and may change over time, making the model time-variant.

Then, the *swADTF* at time *t* (denoted as ζ(*t*)∈ℝ^+^) is calculated as follows: $$\zeta_{ij}(t) = \frac{{\sum_{f \in \Delta f}\left| \delta_{ij}\left( {f,t} \right) \right|^{2}}{\sum_{r \in R}\left| \delta_{jr}\left( {f,t} \right) \right|^{2}}}{\sum_{k \in R}{\sum_{f^{\prime} \in \Delta f^{\prime}}\left| \delta_{ik}\left( {f^{\prime},t} \right) \middle| {}_{2}{\sum_{r^{\prime} \in R}\left| \delta_{kr^{\prime}}\left( {f^{\prime},t} \right) \right|^{2}} \right.}},$$

where $\delta_{ij}{({f,t})} \in {\mathbb{R}}^{+}$ is the *i, j*-th time-varying coefficient that describes the information flow from the *j*-th ROI to *i*-th ROI at frequency *f* and time *t*, the coefficient set {δ~*ij*~(*f, t*):∀*i, j* = 1, ..., *R*} forms the transfer model matrix $\Delta\left( {f,t} \right) = {(\mathcal{F}\left\{ \mathbf{A}_{t}^{p} \right\})}^{- 1}$, and Δ*f*∈ℝ^+^ is a predefined frequency band of neural activity. Notation $\mathcal{F}${·} stands for the Fourier Transform. Because of the *swADTF* normalization, the sum of information flow into the ROI *i* is equal to one at each time moment, i.e., $\sum\limits_{j \in R}\zeta_{ij}{(t)} = 1$. With the aim of choosing the epileptic network driver, we develop the following procedure: We initially sum the *swADTF* values computed for the connectivity between each *j*-th ROI and the remaining ROI set over time (termed outdegree $\eta_{j} \in {\mathbb{R}}^{+}$) as follows: $$\eta_{j} = {\sum\limits_{r \in R,\mspace{2mu} t \in T}\zeta_{rj}}(t).$$

Then, the ROI with the highest η~*j*~:∀*j* is determined as the seizure onset zone since the outdegree measures the total outgoing information flow.

3. Experiments {#s3}
==============

The proposed methodology for localization of seizure-onset zones of brain neural activity, which is based on spatiotemporal constraints and time-varying source connectivity analysis, involves the following four stages (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}): (i) Estimation of cortical sources from the scalp EEG measurements, relying on each investigated inverse solution method; (ii) Identification of regions of interest, for which several strategies are considered; (iii) Estimation of ROI time-courses, and (iv) Assessment of the pairwise connectivity between selected ROIs to perform SOZ detection. To show some performance examples of the tested methods, the SOZ localization is assessed on two neural activity datasets: one simulated and another obtained from a real-world application.

![**Illustration of the proposed source connectivity analysis steps to identify the SOZ in epilepsy recordings**. Second box comprises steps (ii) ROI identification and (iii) ROI time courses estimation.](fnins-11-00156-g0001){#F1}

3.1. Performance examples on simulated EEG dataset
--------------------------------------------------

In practice, the quality assessment of inverse solutions and connectivity analysis is carried out using simulated sets of EEG recordings, for which the underlying brain activity is known. In this regard, we construct a set of simulated data to test whether the proposed methodology enables properly to localize the seizure onset zone of an epileptic network. To this end, we generate an epileptic network comprising three nodes, following the minimal realistic case of brain interaction to assess ESI and connectivity algorithms subjectively, holding the following guidelines (Haufe and Ewald, [@B16]): (i) A realistic forward model, (ii) The presence of interacting sources exerting time-delayed influence on another, (iii) Interactions, being confined to a narrow frequency band, (iv) Realistic source locations, being confined to the cortical manifold, (v) Variable locations, different spatial extents, and depths of the sources, (vi) The presence of independent background brain processes with 1/*f* (pink noise) spectra, and (vii) The presence of measurement noise at different SNR levels.

As shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the seizure activity is modeled by a sinus function, sampled at 256 Hz, having frequency content that smoothly varies over time from 12,Hz at *t* = 0 ms to 8 Hz within the interval lasting *t* = 3, 000 ms. The simulated seizure placed in the seizure onset zone starts at *t* = 0 ms (the time-series marked in blue). Then, at time *t* = 20 ms, the seizure propagates to the signal 2 (green line) with a time delay of 0.02 s, resembling an interaction of the sources exerting a time-delayed influence. At the end, at *t* = 30 ms, the seizure moves to signal 3 (red line) with a delay of eight samples.

![**Illustration of the simulated model that incorporates three signals, where a seizure onset is simulated at ***t*** = 0 ms (blue)**. Afterward, the model reproduces a fast signal propagation.](fnins-11-00156-g0002){#F2}

The simulated source activity is mapped to the EEG sensor space using a realistic volume conductor model. The required human head model is constructed from a tessellated surface of the gray-white matter interface with 8, 196 vertices (that is, the possible source localizations), with source orientation fixed orthogonal to the surface. Also, the lead fields are calculated using the Boundary Element Method that simulates a volume conductor with a mean distance between neighboring vertices adjusted to 5 *mm*. Then, each EEG is calculated by multiplying the simulated brain activity to the lead field matrix. As a result, we generate a 128-channel synthetic EEG, for which the electrodes are arranged by the standard 128 BIOSEMI system.

During simulation, we also analyze the performance of the proposed SOZ localization approach when using a lower number of EEG channels. To this end, the 32 closest channels to the 32-channels BIOSEMI system are chosen from the simulated EEG recordings above-described.

For the sake of modeling real-world scenarios of acquired data, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) between the epileptic activity and background noise is adjusted to 5 dB. Also, we set the background noise added to the signals to be contained in the 1/*f* spectral behavior. Moreover, the measurement noise (i.e., sensor level) is added to the simulated EEG dataset, providing the following SNR levels: −5, 0, 5, 10 and 15 *dB*. At each noise level, we perform 100 simulation runs having different random source locations.

As pictured in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the active sources (marked as blue, green, and red patches) are so placed in the surface cortex locations as to enhance the visual interpretation of the experiment. Nevertheless, the sources may appear in deeper locations of the brain cortex and with lower distances among them during each simulation run.

### Benchmarking scenarios for SOZ localization

In the case of the simulated EEG dataset, two methods of inverse solution are considered: the baseline *MSP* approach that assumes the stationarity of the tested EEG recording set, and a temporally adaptive-MSP (noted as *taMSP*) that allows extracting the non-stationary dynamics through a stationary-wise analysis. Thus, *taMSP* consists in solving the inverse problem, breaking the EEG analysis time window into several non-overlapped sub-windows so that a piecewise stationary estimation of the brain activity is performed. The length of the sub-windows ***W*** is chosen to span the entire analyzed frequency rank under the rule ***W***\>*F*~*r*~/*Fs*, being *F*~*r*~ the smallest considered frequency, and *F*~*s*~ the sample rate. To cover the whole frequency rank and to compute few inverse solutions, we fix the sub-window length to 1 s.

The MSP algorithm has been implemented using the academic software SPM (freely available at[^1^](#fn0001){ref-type="fn"}) under the standard parameters, including a spatial dictionary comprising 512 basis as to cover the whole cortical surface.

As regards to the neighborhood-based ROI identification, we produce an ROI set spatially compacted, according to the neighboring information encoded in Λ. Furthermore, a threshold is fixed to remove peaks with power values below 5% of the maximum peak, intending to avoid noisy local maxima biasing the results (i.e., only the top 95% of peaks are rated). Thus, we explore two alternatives to estimate the time-courses: the computation of time-varying parameters that belong to each ROI in conformity with Section 2.4, and the estimation by averaging the time-courses within each ROI.

Further, we explore two contrasting strategies for SOZ localization: (i) Power-based detection that picks the ROI with the highest power; and (ii) Connectivity-based detection that picks the ROI with highest association activity (i.e., outdegree) over the time, relying on the *swADTF* measure as a time-varying connectivity measure. To this, the TVAR coefficients (order 10), modeling the ROI time-courses within the frequency band from 0 to 30 Hz are estimated using the Kalman filter algorithm, for which the update coefficient is set to 10^−3^ as suggested in van Mierlo et al. ([@B33]).

Summarizing, we work out four scenarios for considering the influence of each processing stage as is shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, displaying the benchmarking scenarios according to their ability to manage the contemplated non-stationary source activity. The proposed methodology (termed *taMSP-FL-Conn*) incorporates the brain activity dynamics in each stage, namely: time adaptive source estimation, calculation of ROI time courses with spatiotemporal constraints, and a time-varying connectivity measure to implement the SOZ localization. As a simplified alternative, the scenario *taMSP-Pow* performs the SOZ detection based on the power criterion. The other tested scenarios are *MSP-Av-Conn* includes time varying information solely in the connectivity measure, and *MSP-Pow* that does not include any information about non-stationary at all. Consequently, the tested scenarios allow comparing a couple of situations: (i) whether the stochastic assumption (stationary or no stationary EEG recordings) helps to increase the capability of the methods to estimate the driver network location (in this case, SOZ); and (ii) whether the connectivity analysis enables providing extra information compared with the source estimation procedure alone.

###### 

**Benchmarked scenarios of source connectivity analysis tested for SOZ localization**.

  **Notation**      **Inverse solution**   **Time-course estimation**   **Onset detection**
  ----------------- ---------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------
  *taMSP-FL-Conn*   *taMSP*                *Fused Lasso*                *swADTF*
  *taMSP-Pow*       *taMSP*                --                           *Power*
  *MSP-Av-Conn*     *MSP*                  *Average*                    *swADTF*
  *MSP-Pow*         *MSP*                  --                           *Power*

*For all the scenarios, the ROI identification is carried out by the neighborhood-based method described above*.

### Results of performed SOZ localization

We contrast the above-mentioned benchmarked scenarios of source connectivity analysis using the misalignment of SOZ localization as the performance measure that computes the minimum Euclidean distance from all dipoles, which belong to the ROI labeled as one SOZ and measured to its actual simulated position. Consequently, the lower the misalignment, the better the SOZ localization. Even that there are more reliable measures (like the earth-movers distance), the baseline Euclidean distance is widely used to assess the ESI performance and connectivity methods of SOZ detection as reported in Strobbe et al. ([@B29]). Unlike the Geodesic-based metrics, this uncomplicated distance can be easily extrapolated for applying on real data as it does not demand a ground truth source distribution, being more relevant to infer at the intra-subject level in three-dimensional anatomical spaces (Henson et al., [@B18]).

Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} displays the mean and standard deviation of the misalignment, which is estimated after 100 trials at each SNR value in either EEG system configuration, namely, 32 and 128 channels (the last configuration is marked with a black dot). As expected, the *MSP-Pow* method that estimates the SOZ without including any temporal information yields the highest misalignment rate (close to 40 mm from the actual SOZ location) within all tested SNR values. Likewise, the SOZ localization does not improve notably if just the temporal information is involved in the cortical source estimation stage (like in *taMSP-Pow*), obtaining misalignment rates very similar to the case of *MSP-Pow*. By contrast, the incorporation of temporal information in the connectivity measure (like in *MSP-Av-Conn*) improves the SOZ localization accuracy in about five points in comparison to *MSP-Pow* and *taMSP-Pow* that do not apply any temporal knowledge. Furthermore, the SOZ localization becomes outstanding when temporal information is included at each stage of the source connectivity method, as in *taMSP-FL-Conn*, reaching misalignment average rates close to 25 mm at low SNR values, and about 10 mm for high SNR values.

![**Precision of the tested methodologies of SOZ location under several levels of noise**. The corresponding color marker for each scenario (i.e., blue for taMSP-FL-Conn) indicates the model with 32 channels, and the black marker (^\*^) indicates the model with 128 channels.](fnins-11-00156-g0003){#F3}

Nevertheless, as weakness, the proposed *taMSP-FL-Conn* method seems to be the most sensitive to the electrode number, with differences of about 5 mm between both EEG setups (32 and 128). Apparently, the lower the number of electrodes, the worst the characterization of the temporal dynamics, producing misleading ROI locations distant from the actual SOZ location. Even so, the achieved results by *taMSP-FL-Conn* and 32 channels overcome most of the results accomplished by the remaining approaches having 128 channels.

Aiming to contrast the proposed methodology against the considered training scenarios, we quantify the statistical difference regarding the precision to show whether the taMSP-FL-Conn method achieves misalignment values that are lower than the ones obtained by the remaining approaches. To this end, we use a two-sample *t*-test, for which the null hypothesis states that there are not significant differences between the referent *taMSP-FL-Conn* and each compared scenario in terms of the misalignment mean values. Otherwise, the alternative hypothesis states that our mean misalignment value is lower than the average population estimates performed by the other source connectivity scenarios. This analysis is individually carried out for each setup of acquisition EEG system, that is, 32 and 128-channels data.

As shown in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} for the case of 128-channels setup, *taMSP-FL-Conn* has significant differences in performance with *taMSP-Pow* and *MSP-Pow*, achieving *p*-values lower than 0.01, for all the tested SNR levels. However, there are not significative differences with *MSP-Av-Conn*. In the case of 32-channels setup, however, the *taMSP-FL-Conn* scenario achieves significant differences with all the comparing approaches for 5, 10, and 15 *dB*. Therefore, although *taMSP-FL-Conn* is the most sensitive method for the EEG configuration (number of electrodes), results in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} show that it allows localizing the SOZ target most accurately than other considered source connectivity scenarios.

###### 

**Performed ***t***-test for computing the significant differences between the referent ***taMSP-FL-Conn*** and each compared scenario of connectivity analysis**.

  ***SNR***   **Scenario**    **128 Electrodes**   **32 Electrodes**                                                             
  ----------- --------------- -------------------- ------------------- ------------------------------------------- --- --------- -------------------------------------------
  −5          *taMSP-Pow*     1                    −2.5609             0.0056[^\*\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0   −1.5938   0.0563
              *MSP-Av-Conn*   0                    −0.6601             0.255                                       0   −1.3455   0.0900
              *MSP--Pow*      1                    −3.8722             0.0001[^\*\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   1   −2.2304   0.0134[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  0           *taMSP-Pow*     1                    −3.8027             0.0001[^\*\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   1   −1.9947   0.0237[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}
              *MSP-Av-Conn*   0                    0.1459              0.5579                                      0   0.4192    0.6622[^\*\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}
              *MSP-Pow*       0                    −1.5223             0.0648                                      1   −2.7921   0.0029[^\*\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  5           *taMSP-Pow*     1                    −2.6714             0.0041[^\*\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   1   −3.591    0.0002[^\*\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}
              *MSP-Av-Conn*   0                    −0.9986             0.1596                                      1   −2.591    0.0052[^\*\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}
              *MSP-Pow*       1                    −2.9329             0.0019[^\*\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   1   −4.6339   0[^\*\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  10          *taMSP-Pow*     1                    −4.5861             0[^\*\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}        1   −5.6223   0[^\*\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}
              *MSP-Av-Conn*   0                    0.0642              0.5256                                      1   −1.7126   0.0442[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}
              *MSP-Pow*       1                    −4.2407             0[^\*\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}        1   −5.9189   0[^\*\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  15          *taMSP-Pow*     1                    −4.8476             0[^\*\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}        1   −5.4617   0[^\*\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}
              *MSP-Av-Conn*   0                    −1.041              0.1496                                      1   −1.8083   0.0300[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}
              *MSP-Pow*       1                    −4.8289             0[^\*\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}        1   −5.4348   0[^\*\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}

*indicates p-values lower than 0.05 and 0.01, respectively. h denotes the decision for the null hypothesis, h is 1 if the test rejects the null hypothesis at the 5% significance level and 0 otherwise, and t is the t-statistic value*.

It is worth noting that the correlation between the actual source locations (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and their corresponding *taMSP-FL-Conn* estimations (Figure [4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) is robust regardless of the considerable value of testing noise. Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} explains this finding, showing an example of connectivity pattern (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) accomplished by the 128-channels system after one random trial and zero-level SNR. As expected, the measured connectivity explains an increasing information flow from ROI 1 (marked in blue line) to the remaining ROIs. Nonetheless, this effect holds after the epileptic onset starts (i.e., *t* = 0). Before this moment, the connectivity behaves randomly, apparently, due to the simulated noise. Besides, the spectrogram, computed for the estimated time-courses, shows the epileptic activity with decreasing frequency behavior through time that starts at 12 Hz.

![**(A)** Simulation of an epileptic network, in the top, locations of the simulated epileptic sources. In the bottom, their respective time courses. The seizure onset was simulated at *t* = 0 (blue). A fast propagation is simulated first to the green source and then to the red source. **(B)** Estimated ROIs and their respective time courses. **(C)** On the diagonal, the time-varying autospectra of the signals are depicted. The off diagonal plots express the information flow going from the signal indicated on the left to the signal indicated on the top.](fnins-11-00156-g0004){#F4}

3.2. Performance examples on real-world neural activity application
-------------------------------------------------------------------

### EEG dataset of refractory focal epilepsy

Seizure data were collected from three patients (noted as P \#1, P \#2, and P \#3, respectively) with refractory focal epilepsy (namely, temporal lobe epilepsy), who underwent pre-surgical evaluation at Ghent University Hospital and were subsequently treated with resective surgery. The ethical committee of Ghent University Hospital approved the study, and all patients gave written informed consent. The patients had been included in this study, according to the following criteria: (i) The patient was seizure free (i.e., Engel class 1) after surgery with minimum follow-up of 1.5 years, (ii) The electrode positions were known, (iii) The seizures and interictal spikes had the same lateralization in the EEG recordings, i.e., located on the left or right hemisphere, and (iv) there was no epileptic activity observed in routine EEG registrations after resection. Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} brings an overview of the patient information as described in detail by Strobbe et al. ([@B29]).

###### 

**Summary of the used patient data**.

  **Patient**         **P \#1**                                                                           **P \#2**                                                                 **P \#3**
  ------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Gender              F                                                                                   F                                                                         F
  Age (surgery)       41                                                                                  26                                                                        64
  Epilepsy type       TLE                                                                                 TLE                                                                       TLE
  \# Electrodes       27                                                                                  26 (27)                                                                   27
  Removed elec.       --                                                                                  O1                                                                        --
  Sampling freq       128 Hz                                                                              256 Hz                                                                    128 Hz
  Visual inspection   Left frontotemporal spikes + ictal discharges over the left frontotemporal region   Right frontotemporal spikes + bilateral frontotemporal ictal discharges   Left frontotemporal spikes + ictal discharges over the left frontotemporal region
  \# Spikes (avg)     35                                                                                  41                                                                        14
  Phase rev.          F7                                                                                  F8                                                                        F7
  MRI                 Left hippocampal sclerosis                                                          Dysplastic lesion in right gyrus temporalis inferior                      Lesion in amygdala gyrus parahippocampalis
  Surgery             Left selective amygdalohippocampectomy                                              Right anterior 2/3 temporal lobectomy                                     Left selective amygdalohippocampectomy
  Resection vol.      4.7 cm^3^                                                                           32.7 cm^3^                                                                6.1 cm^3^
  Follow up           3 years                                                                             4 years                                                                   4 years
  Engel class         Class 1                                                                             Class 1                                                                   Class 1

*F, Female; TLE, Temporal Lobe Epilepsy; Phase rev., Phase reversal; Elec. pos., Electrode Positions; N/A, not available*.

During acquisition, besides of the 21 electrodes that were located according to the International 10-20 system, three auxiliary inferior temporal electrodes were placed on each side of the head: zygomatic at F9-F10; Preauricular, T9-T10; and mastoid, Tp9-Tp10 positions. The electrode locations have been extracted from a computed tomography (CT) image acquired from the patients using a set of attached scalp electrodes.

As the processing stage, the sample frequencies of the EEG recordings are adjusted to 128 Hz for patients P \#1 and P \#3, while for patient P2 is 256 Hz. The data are common-average referenced and band-pass filtered between 0.5 and 40 Hz by using a zero-phase Butterworth filter to remove the baseline drift and reduce the high-frequency noise resulting from movement artifacts. An extra notch filter at 50 Hz is applied to filter out the power line noise. Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is employed to remove possible eyeblink and heartbeat artifacts. At the end of this stage, three seizures of P \#1, two seizures of P \#2 and one seizure of P \#3 are used for the study. For each one of the seizures, the epoch is fixed as the window centered at the seizure onset time that is marked by an experienced epileptologist. Depending on the sample rate, the window length lasts either 5 or 10 s, aiming to account for the same number of time samples.

### Implemented SOZ localization

The proposed methodology for SOZ localization, based on source connectivity analysis, comprises the following procedures: -- *Head model construction*: Individual head models are constructed for each patient by using the Finite Difference Method (FDM), making use of their presurgical anatomical MR images as performed in Strobbe et al. ([@B30]). From the MR images, the nested meshes representing the scalp, outer skull, and inner skull are extracted and additionally converted to volumes by using the SPM Matlab toolbox. Further, we segment the gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), using the Freesurfer segmentation technique as in Fischl ([@B9]). Employing these segmentations together with their inner volumes that are built from the surface meshes, 5-layered head models are constructed by including the scalp, skull, gray and white matter, and CFS layers. The CSF conductivity is set to 1.79 *S/m* (Baumann et al., [@B4]), 0.33 *S/m* for gray matter, 0.14 *S/m* for white matter, 0.022 *S/m* and 0.33 *S/m* for the skull and scalp, respectively (Montes-Restrepo et al., [@B23]; Vorwerk et al., [@B34]). Lastly, the resulting volumetric head models are resampled to 1×1×1 *mm* voxel resolution to compute the source space.-- *Source space calculation*: For each of the head models, the source space is constructed based on the segmented gray matter. The dipoles are assumed inside the gray matter (excluding the cerebellum) on a cubic grid equidistant to each other with a 1 mm spacing. Thus, we ensure that at least two voxels of gray matter are between the central node of the dipole model and the boundaries with other tissues in the *x*, *y*, and *z* directions. This setup results in about 10, 000 dipoles inside the gray matter for each model. We subsequently subsample the dipole source space with a spacing of 3 mm, yielding approximately 2, 000 dipoles inside the gray matter for each model as described in Strobbe et al. ([@B29]).-- *Source reconstruction*: To estimate the cortical sources, we use the time adaptive version of the Multiple Sparse Volumetric Priors algorithm (Strobbe et al., [@B30])[^2^](#fn0002){ref-type="fn"}. The main variation of the volumetric MSP version is the incorporation of patches based on the neighboring information extracted from the gray matter, allowing the application of FDM forward models. Thus, the dipole orientations are determined according to the curvature of the segmented white matter to produce the volumetric priors (Phillips et al., [@B25]). Based on the dipole source space, we further construct a set of 256 volumetric regions of each patient, assuring a global gray matter coverage by randomly choosing a single dipole seed from all possible locations of 256 fixed gray matter volumes, covering the full gray matter. For each of the dipole seeds, a region is grown inside the gray matter of the patient so that the maximum distance to the original dipole and the smoothing factor are set to 5 and 0.6 mm, respectively. Thus, each of the regions is subsequently introduced into a single predefined covariance matrix, so that 256 covariance matrices are included as priors for inversion.-- *ROI and SOZ estimation*: We implement the *taMSP*, using 10 short time windows (lasting one second each one) that are in accordance with the same rule used for the simulated data. Then, a set of volumetric ROIs and their respective time series are estimated by all of the tested source connectivity methodologies. Lastly, the ROI with the highest outdegree or the highest power is marked as the SOZ target, depending on the tested source connectivity scenario.

### Results of performed SOZ localization

Due to the postsurgical anatomical MR images are available for all admitted patients, we manually segment the resected zone to determine the volume of the resection. Consequently, for each tested methodology, we calculate the closest distance from the selected ROI (estimated SOZ) to the resection border. If the selected SOZ is detected in the resected zone, the distance is valued 0 mm. Figures [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}--**10** illustrate the resected zone (yellow patch), estimated SOZ (red patch), and remaining nodes of the epilepsy network (blue patches) over three orthogonal slices of the postsurgical anatomical MR image. Note that these slices are visually chosen as the ones that better explicate the estimated brain activity, namely, the SOZ and the remaining ROIs.

![**Patient 1 seizure 1 (P1-1)**. Location of the resected zone (yellow patch), the estimated SOZ (red patch) and the remaining ROIs (blue patches) over the postsurgical MRI image. (A) taMSP-FL-Conn, **(B)** taMSP-Pow, **(C)** MSP-Av-Conn, **(D)** MSP-Pow.](fnins-11-00156-g0005){#F5}

![**Patient 1 seizure 2 (P1-2)**. Location of the resected zone (yellow patch), the estimated SOZ (red patch) and the remaining ROIs (blue patches) over the postsurgical MRI image. **(A)** taMSP-FL-Conn, **(B)** taMSP-Pow, **(C)** MSP-Av-Conn, **(D)** MSP-Pow.](fnins-11-00156-g0006){#F6}

As seen in Figures [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}--[7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, all tested source connectivity scenarios estimate, at least, a single ROI within the resected zone in the case of Patient \# 1. Consequently, their differences are observed just in the ROI time-course estimation and SOZ detection. Thus, the scenarios with SOZ detection based on power criteria (*taMSP-Pow* showed in panels B and *MSP-Pow* in panels D) fail in accurately localizing the SOZ target inside the resected zone in most of the recordings of this patient. Moreover, similar results are performed by *MSP-Av-Conn* that calculates the ROI time-courses by averaging the temporal patterns over the dipoles belonging to each ROI. Concerning *taMSP-FL-Conn*, it is the only scenario that localizes the SOZ target inside the resected zone for all the tested recordings of Patient \# 1.

![**Patient 1 seizure 1 (P1-3)**. Location of the resected zone (yellow patch), the estimated SOZ (red patch) and the remaining ROIs (blue patches) over the postsurgical MRI image. (A) taMSP-FL-Conn, **(B)** taMSP-Pow, **(C)** MSP-Av-Conn, **(D)** MSP-Pow.](fnins-11-00156-g0007){#F7}

The results for Patient \# 2 are similar to the ones obtained for Patient \# 1 as seen in Figures [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}, though this case is the most challenging. Here, all the tested scenarios localize the ROI set, surrounding or with a few dipoles inside the resected zone. Moreover, Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"} shows that only *MSP-Pow* (the scenario without any temporal information) fails in detecting the SOZ target of Patient \# 3, for which several ROIs are distinguished within the resected zone, improving the SOZ localization accuracy.

![**Patient 2 seizure 1 (P2-1)**. Location of the resected zone (yellow patch), the estimated SOZ (red patch) and the remaining ROIs (blue patches) over the postsurgical MRI image. **(A)** taMSP-FL-Conn, **(B)** taMSP-Pow, **(C)** MSP-Av-Conn, **(D)** MSP-Pow.](fnins-11-00156-g0008){#F8}

![**Patient 2 seizure 2 (P2-2)**. Location of the resected zone (yellow patch), the estimated SOZ (red patch) and the remaining ROIs (blue patches) over the postsurgical MRI image. **(A)** taMSP-FL-Conn, **(B)** taMSP-Pow, **(C)** MSP-Av-Conn, **(D)** MSP-Pow.](fnins-11-00156-g0009){#F9}

![**Patient 3 seizure 1 (P3-1)**. Location of the resected zone (yellow patch), the estimated SOZ (red patch) and the remaining ROIs (blue patches) over the postsurgical MRI image. **(A)** taMSP-FL-Conn, **(B)** taMSP-Pow, **(C)** MSP-Av-Conn, **(D)** MSP-Pow.](fnins-11-00156-g0010){#F10}

On average, *taMSP-FL* estimates the lowest distance misalignment measured to the resected zone as shown in Figure [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"} that summarizes the performance of each tested scenario of connectivity analysis for all patients. It is worth noting that there are not significant differences between the active areas achieved by either the *taMSP* and *MSP*, showing that the estimation of the ROI time-courses are crucial to properly conduct a source connectivity analysis. Summarizing, *taMSP-FL* provides the most confident distance computation since the SOZ target is always distinguished in a nearby region for several seizures of the same patient, unlike the remaining approaches that identify distant brain areas as the SOZ target in several recordings of each patient.

![**Achieved distance to the resected zone for all the considered methods and seizures**.](fnins-11-00156-g0011){#F11}

4. Discussion {#s4}
=============

With the aim to enhance the localization of seizure-onset zones, we propose a methodology that includes a time-varying source connectivity analysis, explicitly incorporating spatiotemporal information of the neural activity extracted from EEG recordings. In particular, we encode the source nonstationarities in basic processing stages: Inverse problem solution, estimation of ROI time courses, and connectivity assessment. In agreement with the above-obtained performance results, the following findings are worth mentioning.

4.1. Estimation of cortical sources
-----------------------------------

Several works have accepted that epilepsy-related brain activity poses a challenging problem due to its nonstationarity nature (Gonzalez Andino et al., [@B13]). In this regard, ESI solutions become especially hard when a large number of brain regions are simultaneously active, and they interact with each other, as it is the case for epilepsy networks. Generally, accurate localization of epilepsy network nodes strictly depends on the applied ESI solution. In this line of analysis, we have used the MSP algorithm that enables the reconstruction of superficial and deep sources (Friston et al., [@B11]). Thus, MSP embraces the entire cortical surface (both focal and deep) using a set of prior components, automatically identifying the patches that better reproduce the neural source distribution based on the available data covariance. Therefore, depending on the measured EEG data, MSP selects the model (sparse or distributed) to reconstruct the neural activity. Namely, if the source region is spread and superficial, the MSP solution fixes several prior components to emulate this kind of source activity. In contrast, if the source activity is deep and focal, just a few prior components are adjusted to describe the source distribution more accurately. As a consequence, the used ESI solution encourages a proper seedpoint for the ROI determination procedure in either case of source regions: sparse or distributed. However, several issues might reduce the performance of the involved ESI solution. In particular, an ESI algorithm is significantly harder to apply on ictal activity due to muscle and movement artifacts during seizures (Staljanssens et al., [@B28]), demanding a proper pre-processing stage of the examined EEG data. Also, the apparition of several brain regions, which are simultaneously active with different depths and extents, may degrade the localization accuracy. To this purpose, a fusion of several neuroimaging techniques as electro/magnetoencephalographic recordings would increase the performance of the ESI solution (Aydin et al., [@B2]).

With the aim to encode the strong spatiotemporal neural dynamics related to epileptic seizures, we carry out ESI through the proposed piecewise stationary source reconstruction. Hence, we use the time adaptive MSP solution that lies on two assumptions: EEG recordings are stationary within a short processing window, and a few neural sources produce the brain activity, yielding an enhanced (smooth, but localized) spatial resolution. As a result, the examples of the proposed method behavior performed on simulated and real-seizure EEG data shows that the *taMSP* strategy of training provides better accuracy and precision of SOZ localization than in the concrete case of comparison with the stationary *MSP* solution. This finding may be explained by the fact that the source analysis provided within a suitable short window allows decreasing the influence of noisy data, for instance, the one caused by EEG artifacts, inducing some ghost sources. Furthermore, from the performance results, we obtain that the achieved improvement in accuracy holds for *taMSP* within a wide SNR range, resulting in a robust source reconstruction tool. However, one aspect to ponder is the interval of the used short window for piecewise processing, which must be enough for dealing with a wide class of EEG artifacts that may appear.

Regarding the validation setup, we carry out the standard procedure used in numerous state-of-the-art works, employing the same source configuration to simulate and reconstruct the brain activity (see Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). However, this design (termed *inverse crime* Lucka et al., [@B22]) implies that the real current sources are also restricted to the locations of the chosen source space nodes, leading to overly optimistic results. To cope with this biasing issue, we have also designed a new simulation setup, having two different lead field matrices: one for simulation and another for reconstruction (see Section Appendix). From the obtained results for each setup, we show that our algorithm improves the SOZ localization, yielding differences between both scenarios according to the misalignment value in about 2 mm. This amount can be justified due to the discrepancy between the distances of the dipoles belonging to both meshes.

Another aspect to consider is the influence of the amount of EEG electrodes on the source reconstruction. As shown in Lantz et al. ([@B21]) and Staljanssens et al. ([@B28]), the number of electrodes affects the performance of source connectivity analysis. In simulations, we have shown that the proper insertion of temporal EEG nonstationarities might enhance the active source localization, resulting in an improved SOZ localization. However, to corroborate this finding, a most rigorous validation must be carried out, including simulations with more active sources (bigger than 3), and an increased number of real-world recordings in which we may properly examine how the EEG configuration affects the SOZ localization performance.

In respect of the used forward solution, for the sake of simplicity, we employ BEM models in the simulation setup, placing the sources on the brain cortex surface. Moreover, in real data, we employ more realistic FDM models, aiming to improve the ESI algorithm accuracy to identify epilepsy network nodes (ROIs). Nevertheless, we do not analyze the influence of the used forward model in the assessed connectivity. Consequently, we plan to address this issue in future works.

4.2. ROI identification
-----------------------

As a rule, the estimated source activity spreads over the entire cortical mesh so that the identification of spatially neighboring regions (that is, the ROI set) must be carefully performed. Furthermore, all ROIs must be densely allocated within small clusters to encode the spatial inhomogeneity of brain activity. Since epileptic events are not restricted to appear in very specific brain areas, we manage to detect the ROI set based on the estimated cortical sources. In this regard, we explore a strategy that relies on the neighboring information collected from the EEG forward problem to group the active dipoles more efficiently. As an advantage, this strategy performs compact-shape clusters, which are more similar to real scenarios. For instance, the estimated compact ROIs become desirable for dealing with epileptic seizures where there is not prior information about the sources to localize. Besides, the accomplished areas are small and homogeneous, promoting reliable connectivity calculation among networks.

4.3. Time-courses estimation of ROI sets
----------------------------------------

To the best of our knowledge, even though the quality of the ROI time courses highly affects the proper estimation of the connectivity among ROIs, there are few works devoted to properly carry out this task. Consequently, the most used procedure is to average the ROI time courses over the dipoles belonging to the specific ROI (Hassan et al., [@B15]). Nevertheless, the ROIs may contain dipoles with different dynamics, so that the average may yield a blurred or noisy time course representing the temporal behavior of such region. Another strategy is to compute pairwise connectivity between all the dipoles belonging to a pair of separated ROIs. Still, this strategy may increase the computational burden and may difficult the selection of the ROI that generates the seizure.

To cope with the above-mentioned issues, we proposed a new approach for estimating the particular dynamics of each ROI, in such a way, that a single time-courses can capture the time variant information of each particular area. To this end, we made the brain activity to appear solely inside the ROIs. Then, we estimated the ROI time courses by including a temporal penalty term that fosters the solution to remain almost constant within a close temporal neighborhood but varying along a large time horizon. This term allows the time courses estimation to track non-stationary activity present in EEG recordings. Obtained results for both simulated and real data have shown that the methodologies incorporating more precise estimation of the time-courses achieve better results than the methods that average time courses.

4.4. Time-varying assessment of directed functional connectivity
----------------------------------------------------------------

Several studies have addressed the problem of SOZ localization, using directed functional connectivity measures. The baseline approach can be the localization of ictal-onset zones based on Granger causality (Jung et al., [@B19]). However, its stationary premise obscures the detection of epileptic events. Among the available connectivity measures of information flow between neural networks, we implement a procedure, termed *swADTF*, that handles the non-stationary dynamics present on epileptic events (van Mierlo et al., [@B33], [@B32]; Wilke et al., [@B35]). Consequently, *swADTF* tracks spectral changes over time at a particular frequency interval, through the TVAR model emphasizing those frequencies, which contribute the most to the signal power. Thus, we incorporated the connectivity measure to select the ROI in which the epileptic onset is more likely to be generated. Obtained results for both simulated and real EEG data show that methods using this connectivity measure perform better than the ones using a power-based criterion to select the onset epileptic location.

As regards the influence of the window length *T* on the outdegree computation. Here, we adjust the window length to near 10 seconds (centered at the seizure onset) that has been empirically fixed. As seen from Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, the connectivity behind the onset sample (estimated between the SOZ to the remaining ROIs set) tends to a constant value. In this regard, the window length *T* may be shortened down to the early time-points, but assuring that the onset is accurately fixed at the starting time point. In practice, there are some fluctuations in the labeled onset values, demanding to extend the window length for compensating the influence of the spurious estimates of connectivity computed ahead of the zero sample. As a future work, the analysis should be carried on a representative database, aiming to improve the window length estimation.

5. Conclusions {#s5}
==============

This work introduces a new method for source connectivity analysis that explicitly extracts temporal, spectral, and spatial information from EEG data to improve the SOZ localization. To this end, we initially carry out the time-varying brain source reconstruction, from which ROIs are localized as the brain areas with strong activity. As a means to compute further the corresponding ROI time courses, we also propose a new approach that relies on accurately tracking the non-stationary temporal dynamics in spatially focal brain areas. Aiming to encode the temporal dynamics of the underlying neural networks accurately, a directed functional connectivity measure is employed to quantify the information flow variations over the time window of interest. Obtained results on simulated and real EEG confirm that the proposed approach can localize the SOZ accurately.

As a future work, the authors plan to apply the method to more patients, including a more heterogeneous epilepsy population. Also, we will use the method for analyzing EEG recordings acquired under several stimuli to create brain-computer interfaces or analyzing patient emotional states.
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Avoiding the "*inverse crime*"
==============================

This biasing effect is likely to occur when the lead field matrix used to generate the synthetic data is the same for estimating the reconstructed brain activity, leading to overly optimistic results due to the model and reality are identified (Kaipio and Somersalo, [@B20]). To evade this situation, we carry out the same experiments explained in Section 3.1, but modifying the lead field matrix used to simulate the EEG recordings, so that the real current sources are placed independently of the locations of the chosen source space nodes. To this, the volume conductor model for simulating the brain activity is constructed from a tessellated surface of the gray-white matter interface with 5, 124 vertices (possible source localizations), having source orientation fixed orthogonally to the surface. The gray-white matter interface is segmented from a different MRI, and the lead fields are calculated using the Boundary Element Method. Moreover, both meshes (simulation and reconstruction) are normalized to the MNI space. As a result, in average, the distance from a vertex of the simulation mesh to the closest vertex of the solution mesh is about 1.5 mm (see Figure [A1](#FA1){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Used meshes for simulating (black dots) and reconstructing (red dots) brain activity to avoid the inverse crime**.](fnins-11-00156-a0001){#FA1}

Figure [A2](#FA2){ref-type="fig"} displays the mean and standard deviation for the obtained misalignment, estimated after 100 trials at each SNR value in either EEG system configuration. As expected, when modifying the mesh to simulate EEG recordings, the results behave similarly to the validation layout shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Once again, our method (taMSP-FL-Conn) achieves the lowest misalignment rates for all the tested scenarios. Nevertheless, these rates increase in about 2 mm compared with the previous results. This difference can be explained because of the distance between the vertices of both meshes.

![**Precision of the tested methodologies of SOZ location under several levels of noise, and avoiding the inverse crime**. The corresponding color marker for each scenario (i.e., blue for taMSP-FL-Conn) indicates the model with 32 channels, and the black marker (^\*^) indicates the model with 128 channels.](fnins-11-00156-a0002){#FA2}
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